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HE PRIBILOFS COMPRISE a number of Alaskan vol-

The design and construction of
a marina at St. Paul Island,
located in the Bering Sea on one
of the Pribilof Islands, posed a
demanding set of design challenges
in a remote location subject to
extreme environmental conditions.
By Craig Funston,
P.E., S.E., P.Eng., M.ASCE
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Marina floating dock systems feature unique engineering characteristics. Unlike buildings and bridges, which for the most part are
designed to remain stationary, such floating systems are almost always in motion and are therefore far more susceptible to fatigue.
And while most buildings will never actually be tested under the
full force of the maximum wind or seismic load for which they were
designed, floating marinas often experience their maximum design loads at some point in their service life. They are regularly
threatened by these design limit forces and, even more, by wind,
wave, and storm surges. And floating marinas, like any other structures on water, are subject to corrosion from the saltwater environment. Despite these harsh conditions, modern floating dock marinas
can remain in service for more than 50 years. But designing and
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The floating dock system for the harbor at St. Paul
Island, above, is engineered to be disassembled and
stored inland each October before the ice sets in. A
specially designed hinging system, right, connects
individual float modules, transfers loads, and
facilitates the installation and removal of the docks.

canic islands situated in the midst of a vast open expanse of the Bering Sea 270 mi northwest of Dutch
Harbor, Alaska, and 770 mi from Alaska’s principal air
cargo hub, Anchorage. While the islands were known to
the Aleut natives of Alaska, nonnative explorers led by
the Russian fur trader Gavriil Pribylov (also referred to
as Gavriel or Gerasim Pribilof) discovered them in 1786.
St. Paul Island has an area of 40 sq mi and at the last census was home to 532 people. It has one school, one store,
one bar, one church, and not a single paved road. The infrastructure on the island is minimal at best. Common materials, everyday tools, and standard equipment of the type found
in any hardware store must be shipped in via special order.
The island’s climate is harsh. The annual average temperature is 35°F, and winds of 15 to 20 mph blow constantly. In
summer the island is generally shrouded in fog, and in winter it is battered by fierce Bering Sea storms. At times during
the winter, the Arctic ice pack descends, filling the harbor
with ice chunks the size of shipping containers. But despite
its drawbacks, St. Paul is located at a strategically important
position in the middle of a rich fishing ground. Commercial
fishermen from all over Alaska fish for Alaskan king crab, halibut, pollack, and cod in the waters around St. Paul and use
the island’s harbor as a place to rest, unload, and, if necessary,
seek medical attention.
In 2009 Bellingham Marine, an international marine
construction firm with its U.S. headquarters in Bellingham,
Washington, and Redpoint Structures, a marine engineering firm also based in Bellingham, were approached by the
Dutra Group, a marine contractor based in San Rafael, California, and the Central Bering Sea Fishermen’s Association,
which is based at St. Paul, to design a dock system for the island’s harbor. The dock project was timed to coincide with a
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers initiative to improve the harbor and add a two-part rubble mound breakwater that would
form a harbor for small boats. The Dutra Group was the
general contractor and was responsible for dredging,

constructing them to do so can draw upon nearly every
engineering skill.
That these structures perform so well for so long is attributable to two factors. The first is the superior efficacy, strength, and durability of the modern floating dock
marina concept, which confers a number of advantages over the fixed timber and other dock structures used
until the 1960s. The second is the work of many civil,
structural, and harbor engineers, as well as meteorologists and other scientists, over the last half a century.
These innovators developed and refined the analysis
processes we use in determining design criteria and
marina sitings and performing structural design.
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The dock module is actually a heavy-duty horizontal truss,
the wales serving as the longitudinal flanges (chords) and
wide-flange steel elements serving as cross members.
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constructing the breakwater, and installing the
When in use, the dock
that it could be readily disassembled and stored
modules, stacked onmarina and boat ramp; Bellingham Marine was
inland each October before the ice set in and
selected as the design/build manufacturer of the shore, are interconnected then reinstalled each May by semiskilled crews
and designed to have a
dock system, the boat launch ramp, and the mawith limited heavy equipment. The Central
rina’s access dock. The floating dock marina con- 30 in. freeboard to ensure Bering Sea Fishermen’s Association also specisists of approximately 40 slips for boats of up to that all steel components fied a dock system that would offer a long service
are well above the walife and require minimal maintenance.
58 ft. Redpoint Structures was chosen to provide
Because of the unique requirements of the
the structural engineering. Work was complet- ter to reduce corrosion.
project, few existing structures could serve as
ed in September 2010.
The St. Paul project, like many in remote and underde- references for the structural design. When everything was
veloped areas, demonstrates the importance of having partic- taken into account, the project called for a no-frills, stoutly
ipants coordinate their work so as to optimize resources and built floating dock marina that would need little mainteminimize logistical conflicts. The participants all worked col- nance and could be easily disassembled and removed from
laboratively so that management, personnel, and equipment the water in the fall and reassembled and returned to the wacould be deployed in the most efficient manner during the ter in the spring.
Part of the job of a structural engineer is to assist owners
summer months, when construction could take place. Careful planning was of the utmost importance; if the work was in understanding their risks. The engineer describes the specnot completed in the summer, as scheduled, remobilization trum of risks, guides the owner in determining the approprifor another season could add anywhere from $500,000 to $1 ate place for the project in the risk spectrum, and then translates those risks into design criteria.
million to the project’s cost.
In many parts of the world, storm tracks and intensities
Given the harbor’s remote location, extreme climate, and
heavy use by commercial fishermen, a number of special fac- are determined on the basis of many years of data. The Pribitors had to be considered in the design. In addition to the re- lofs are constantly battered by storms but are so remote that
quirement for ruggedness to withstand severe environmen- storm data for the marina site were not readily found. After
tal conditions and heavy loading, the design had to take into examining the months of operational exposure (May to Ocaccount the availability of materials, the cost of freight, and tober) and discussing usage requirements with the owner, a
the ease of assembly. The dock system had to be engineered so design wind speed of 100 mph (gusts of three seconds) was
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chosen. Wind-driven waves in the marina basin are relatively
mild; however, long-period sea swell penetrates the harbor
and also had to be considered in the design.
The primary floating dock unit is a 40 ft module built
for demanding commercial use. The dock modules are interconnected and designed to have a
30 in. freeboard (18 in. being
P lank
common in yacht marinas) to enS chedule
sure that all steel components are
well above the water to reduce
corrosion. High freeboard also
provides easy access on and off
commercial fishing boats.
The dock structure, a hybrid
timber and steel system with a
deck formed by galvanized steel
grating, is supported by thick-wall
polyethylene floats with expanded
polystyrene fill. A 6 in. diameter
steel pipe, or “bull rail,” provided
to tie boats to the dock, runs the
full length of each module.
The structural wales—lami-

nated members in which the laminae are bound together by glue
(“glulam”)—serve as the main
longitudinal flanges for lateral
bending loads. The larger floats
used as marginal walkways are
6 3/4 in. wide by 19 1/2 in. high in
cross section. The timber wales
are critical structural components
of the dock system and have the
ability to endure such short-term
overstresses as vessel impacts
without failing.
The dock module is actually a heavy-duty horizontal truss,
the wales serving as the longitudinal flanges (chords) and wideflange steel elements serving as
cross members. The cross members were designed as single pieces to reduce the number of individual parts. Diagonal members
of tubular steel brace the structure throughout to keep it square
and to transfer loads directly to
the chords.
A specially designed hinging
system connects the individual
float modules, transfers loads, and
facilitates the installation and removal of the docks. The system has two types of hinges: unidirectional and multidirectional. The unidirectional hinges feature a removable, largediameter steel bolt of high strength sized to reduce bearing
pressure and wear. The bearing is a 4 in. hollow pipe of
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The dock structure, a hybrid timber and steel system with
a deck formed by galvanized steel grating, is supported by
thick-wall polyethylene floats with expanded polystyrene fill.
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galvanized steel located within a bushing of ultrahigh- decking above and the flotation tubs below. The decking
molecular-weight polyethylene housed within an 8 in. re- comprises a series of steel grating sections of manageable size
ceptacle. These hinges transfer loads directly to the structur- that are light enough to be handled for assembly and disasal timber beams to maximize the structural efficiency of the sembly yet strong enough to support a 600 lb concentrated
hinge system.
load with very little deflection. The sections are designed to
The multidirectional hinge system connects major walk- absorb the impact of heavy containers and equipment used in
way intersections, some of which feature 90-degree chang- commercial fishing. The open grating makes it possible for
es in direction. A multidirectional hinge was required to rain, snow, and ice to pass through and provides good footaccommodate the greater dock motion that distinguishes ing in all conditions.
chain mooring from pile mooring. The more complex deFlotation is provided by a series of large (4 by 8 ft) polysign allows hinging movement in multiple
ethylene shells filled with expanded polystyaxes: heave, yaw, and roll. The solution came The decking system comprises rene. There are typically 12 floats for each
a series of steel grating secto resemble the coupling mechanism used in
40 ft module. The heavy-duty shells were
tions of manageable size that
a “fifth-wheel” truck-to-trailer connection.
custom molded to have a wall thickness
The hinge allows some movement to relieve are light enough to be handled about twice the industry standard.
for assembly and disassemconnection loads and permits different parts
The dock modules were manufactured
bly yet strong enough to supof the marina to undergo displacements withat Bellingham Marine’s plant in Ferndale,
port a 600 lb concentrated load
out overstressing the connections.
Washington, and transported by barge to St.
with very little deflection.
The dock’s steel framework supports the
Paul. To avoid assembly difficulties in the
The multidirectional
remote location, test assemblies were conducted
ries of resisting mechanisms. The system has
at the plant to ensure an accurate fit before trans- hinge system connects been designed to be as symmetric as practical
port to Alaska. A completed dock module was major walkway inter- and includes approximately 40 sets of anchors
tested for buoyancy to check the actual freeboard sections, some of which and chains at resistance strengths ranging from
feature 90-degree
against the design freeboard. They matched.
10 to 24 kips. A typical anchor has two chains
changes in direction.
The docks at St. Paul are held in place with a
leading to two adjoining dock modules.
gravity anchor system. The anchor system takes
The representatives of the Central Bering Sea
the form of a series of anchor planks embedded 2 ft below Fishermen’s Association were wonderful to work with. Since
the harbor floor. The docks are connected to the anchors by it was not possible to offer them off-the-shelf solutions, their
means of galvanized 1 1/4 in. stud chain. A descending chain participation in discussions on various aspects of the design
can pose a hazard to boats in the harbor if it departs too far proved to be of cardinal importance. The association memfrom the vertical, so clump weights were added. The precast, bers participated fully in helping the design/builders underspecially shaped clump weights keep the chain closer to ver- stand their needs, and they were receptive to the guidance
tical to provide clearance and pretensioning.
of the engineers. The association had faith in the engineerIn the center of each dock module is a unitized steel hawse ing and construction team. It’s a cold place a long way from
frame. The anchor chain is raised through a hawse and locked anywhere, but the heartwarming relationships the engineers
in place with keeper plates. When the docks are disassembled enjoyed with the local people made it all very memorable.
each year, crews use a specially designed portable hoist system
The combination of a unique and challenging building
to raise the chain so that it can be disconnected from the hawse site, a committed and flexible owner, and an opportunity to
and lowered to the bottom. A tag line is attached to the chain solve a complex engineering problem in a new way made this
and marked by a buoy for retrieval in the spring. The anchors project a pleasure.
ASCE’s Coasts, Oceans, Ports, and Rivers Institute honand chains are the only permanent parts of the system that
ored Redpoint Structures and Bellremain in the harbor during the winter months. To address
ingham Marine with its 2011 Project
long-term exposure to salt water, the chain was galvanized.
Excellence Award in the large project
One of the most complex engineering tasks associated
category for their work on the marina
with the project was calculating loads under maximum load
at St. Paul Island. 
CE
conditions for the gravity anchor system. As wind and surge
loads increase, the chain and its clump weight are drawn
Craig Funston, P.E., S.E., P.Eng., M.ASCE,
taut and the relaxed portion of the chain is lifted off the botis the president of Redpoint Structures, in
tom until finally the entire chain is taut. This series of events
Funston
Bellingham, Washington.
means that loads are resisted by an increasing nonlinear seNOVEMBER 2011
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